Innovation of SIBERbay is invented to overcome the problem of the compactness of books on the shelves in the General Collection that has caused difficulties in shelving and searching of books.

The purposes of SIBERbay are:
1. To reduce the compact of books on shelves.
2. To ease the process of books shelving
3. To reduce the mistake during shelving
4. To assist in searching and locating of books
5. To avoid the complaint from staff and customers regarding the book shelving and searching.

The features and functions of SIBERbay are:
1. Guideline for Weeding Process
2. Books Shelving based on Subjects Colour Coding
3. Standardization of Books Shelving
4. Books Shelving based on Traffic Light concept
5. Space Saving in the Library

The Impacts of SIBERbay are:
1. Cost saving of purchasing new shelves
2. Saving of operational cost
3. Cost saving on book binding
4. Reduce book damage
5. Reduce incorrectly shelved books

The uniqueness of SIBER bay are:
1. Easy to apply
2. Flexible for improvements
3. Easy to maintain
4. Use of recycled materials
5. Multipurpose
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